The Great Awakening
As best as I can tell.

Some religions have been around for longer than others. Members of those religions have been
persecuted for their beliefs. You would be right in saying that persecution is wrong. But what would
you say if the adherents to that religion practised human, even child sacrifice? What would you say
if they indulged in cannibalism or slavery? In ancient Canaan, such religions were commonplace.
There was much infighting and some groups triumphed over others.
Were you a priest of such a religion that faced persecution or execution for your beliefs, what would
you do to keep your religion alive? Your worship of Ba’al and Tanit. Would you practice your faith
openly, or would you go underground and bide your time?
That is exactly what they did.

Statue of Ba’al from the13th century BC.

Fast forward to the modern day and you see here a photo of Lynn De Rothschild.
https://hips.hearstapps.com/hbz.h-cdn.co/assets/cm/15/07/768x1152/54d8da89455bc_-_hbzportrait-of-a-lady-4.jpg?crop=1.0xw%3A1xh%3Bcenter%2Ctop&resize=*%3A2871

Just an innocent piece of art the casual observer would think. Unless of course you worshipped that
god. How would you go about spreading your religion despite the fact that you were despised?
Well, you could infiltrate other religions and steer them towards your ends, whilst at the same time
initiating your descendants into the pure bloodline, through secret rites.

What if you wished to become the sole religion and power on the planet? What would you need to
accomplish your goals? Would it help if you controlled the financial system? How could such a
group do this without garnering attention? They would need the control of the media, the
entertainment world, the education system, the political system, the state apparatus, the military, the
health and welfare system, etc.

That would take thousands if not millions of people. Not necessarily, if you were the puppet masters
and could blackmail your minions and brainwash the masses.

This has taken place over countless generations, but I will just concentrate on the most recent of
events. There are three main centers of this power, some call the cabal, others the illuminati. The
name is not important, it’s what and how they do which is.

The religious center is the Vatican and all its offshoots.
The financial center is the City of London.
The military centre is Washington D.C.

What do these three places all have in common? What makes them unique in the countries that they
are located?

I am going to focus on the U.S.A. as it has been used in despicable ways for decades. Politicians
both on the so-called right and left have been part of the agenda. Through war, disease, drugs,
money laundering, human trafficking and human misery, the machinations of the elite have
furthered their plan.
https://youtu.be/VzoaxTudJks

What is their plan? Complete and utter control of the brainwashed and enslaved populace.
Through free-trade agreements, the U.N., the World Bank, the IMF, charities such as the Red Cross,
organisations such as the Clinton Foundation, a new one world order is being established. It has
been an all-out war on humanity, fed by power and greed. What do they despise? Human freedom
and sovereignty. Creativity and inventiveness.

Ex-CIA Director George H. Bush is one of the key minions in their scheme. At or near the top are
the Rothschilds, the Rockefellers, George Soros, the Windsors, the Pope and others in their pyramid
hierarchy. He was instrumental in the assassination of JFK. Why did JFK need to be taken out? He
wanted to bring an end to the Vietnam War and bring back the Gold standard. Wars bring great
profit to those who invest in it. They are also testing grounds for new chemicals, medicines, drugs,
weapons, psy-ops, to name a few. The gold standard puts the power of currency in the people’s
hands. The private Federal Reserve wanted to maintain its fiat currency. Much easier to just print
money to cause booms and busts. An easy way to manipulate the masses. Mass unemployment and
misery.

His son George W. Bush helped further the globalist agenda by bringing us 9/11 and all that
entailed. From the Patriot act to wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Remember, wars create suffering
(remember their gods need sacrifices), but also riches. Both countries have oil, gas and mineral
wealth. Afghanistan has also the added benefit of poppy fields. The CIA excel at drug running and
profit making. See the Tom Cruise movie American Made.
Bill Clinton and Obama were placed by the elite in power for similar reasons. If you control the
leaders, you control the public. Unfortunately, the American people have been hoodwinked for so
long they can’t see it.
However, something unexpected happened. The 2016 Presidential election. Hillary Clinton was
their chosen one. She had done well as secretary of state bringing down Libya among other things.
The feminists would vote for her no matter what. Jeb Bush was put in on the Republican side as a
lukewarm candidate. Bernie Sanders did his job a bit too well and the fix had to be made for the
DNC nomination.

This is when Donald Trump made an appearance. He was a self-made billionaire. He’s on the record
numerous times saying he did not wish to seek political office. So why did he? Well, not all people
in the government, military (marines especially), CIA, FBI, NSA, Homeland Security, etc are part
of the globalists. They are what have been termed the White Hats, the Alliance or Patriots. It was
this group that approached Trump and laid everything out on the table for him. A bit like the ‘You’re
our only hope Obiwankenobi’ moment.
All the corruption, the crimes, the vote rigging, the human-trafficking and slavery, the pedophilia,
the global agenda. The End Game.

Trump wasn’t an insider of the elite, despite having brushed shoulders with some of them. He was
his own man with his own views.
“Why does Barack Obama's ring have an arabic inscription? http://bit.ly/VMN6Vn Who is this
guy?”
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/256487311515209728
This was a man whom Alex Jones of Infowars has interviewed.
https://youtu.be/FJqLAleEnKw
This was a candidate who referenced Wikileaks in a speech with Hillary Clinton looking on.
https://youtu.be/JOUFsCS7xYE

Not to put too fine a point on it, Trump was the good guys last hope. Why has time been of the
essence? Please read on.
Donald Trump has been portrayed as a clown, a buffoon, a foul-mouthed racist, a misogynist, a
rapist, a criminal, a dictator, in short he has been vilified by the MSM. Even the Bushes didn’t have
it this bad from all sides of the MSM. That’s because he is the catalyst for the Great Awakening of
humanity. It is time we all woke up to the globalist’s nefarious schemes. They have so many dark
secrets in their closets, it will come as a shock to many, especially the liberal-minded, politically
correct Occupy Democrat kind.
Why was the cabal so intent on bringing down Donald Trump?
Let’s start off with a little known ranch owned by the Bundys. Why would the Bureau of Land
Management expend so much personnel and materiel on grazing fees?

It wouldn’t have anything to do with mineral and possible uranium deposits, would it? That’s just
‘conspiracy talk’ surely!
If there did happen to be uranium deposits there, what might they be used for?
https://pubs.usgs.gov/bul/1740b/report.pdf

Remember the Axis of Evil? That staple of childhood nightmares. How many are left? Looks like
just Iran and N. Korea. If you were the globalists following your agenda, how could you use such
countries to create terrorism, war and fear?

How about funnelling uranium and rocket/missile technology through them? Who would do that?
Anyone working in the State Department under Obama? How much money would be needed?
http://edition.cnn.com/2016/08/03/politics/us-sends-plane-iran-400-million-cash/index.html
Aren’t we a bit late for World War Three? Don’t think they haven’t tried.
Under Obama NASA’s funding was reduced and money was pumped into a little know company
called SpaceX. Being a private contractor it would be a lot easier to hide tech being given to N.
Korea. Elon Musk I feel was not aware of this. Suddenly, N. Korea has the capability to strike
mainland U.S.A. All they needed was the guidance system.
https://www.space.com/38396-spacex-launches-iridium3-satellites-sticks-rocket-landing.html

Who controls N. Korea? Who really controls N. Korea? Why have people like Google’s Eric
Schmidt been to N. Korea? Why have they really visited N. Korea? Who set up Google? Who
funded it?

Are the C.I.A. there to help the American people or to take orders from the globalists? I’m not
saying all are bad actors, but the corruption runs deep.

https://mobile.twitter.com/colemanbracken/status/945486217386143744?ref_src=twcamp%5Eshare
%7Ctwsrc%5Em5%7Ctwgr%5Eemail%7Ctwcon%5E7046%7Ctwterm%5E1

I wouldn’t worry too much about N. Korea though. Think Zuma. Think SpaceX good guys.
http://www.northropgrumman.com/Capabilities/DirectedEnergy/Pages/default.aspx

There is so much money and power to be had and if you step out of line you find yourself out of a
job or worse.
The rabbit hole goes hellishly deep. Not only can you make money from child trafficking, but you
can use compromising photos to blackmail and keep people in line.
https://youtu.be/24eLwcwy7M0
http://www.writeintoaction.com/
There’s organ trafficking to line your pockets as well.
http://www.operationrescue.org/archives/california-organ-procurement-companies-with-links-tohillary-clinton-admit-guilt-in-illegal-body-parts-trafficking/
These people are loaded remember.
If nothing else works, then there is always wetworks. Remember Seth Rich?
https://nypost.com/2018/01/11/high-ranking-ms-13-leader-among-17-busted-in-crackdown-dea/

George Soros Funded by the House of Rothschild
https://www.thenewamerican.com/economy/commentary/item/4006-george-soros-funded-by-thehouse-of-rothschild
So what do the elite or the John and Tony Podestas of the world like to get up to in their spare time?
It’s a nice little hobby called Spirit Cooking which the entertainment world’s stars love to indulge
in.
The head priestess is Marina Abramovic.

In Marina’s own words, “in spiritual circles or private house or on TV shows, it is not art.” In public
it is art, but in their gated mansions with soundproofed rooms it is a ritual.

Here’s Debbie Harry with Marina just about to cut up a life-sized cake of herself. Just another
Saturday night with friends finger painting.

And after…

I think I’ll pass on a piece of cake thanks.

I’d rather not show you, but if you do a search of John and Tony Podestas and their pal James
Alefantis of the comet pizzaria, you’ll come across more ‘art’ well let’s just say these people are not
normal.

Are these elite infallible? No, they are only human, as far as I’m aware, but some of them may be
possessed!
Remember Anthony Weiner? He made a big mistake of keeping some emails on his laptop which
Wikileaks got a hold of. The John Podesta emails make for interesting reading if you have read the
FBI’s manual on pedophile’s codewords.

What else could be on his laptop? Come to think of it, why did the Clintons have a personal server
in their house and why did they feel the need to send government classified files over their email?
Also, strange their house had a fire recently. Nothing to hide surely. But even if there was, you’d
have your buddies in the FBI to have your back. That is, if you won the 2016 Presidential election.
https://truepundit.com/boom-feds-will-release-2800-hillary-huma-documents-weiners-laptopfriday/

http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/justice-department-reopens-hillary-clinton-emailinvestigation/article/2644956

Now all these clandestine plans require oodles of money. Who would have that kind of cash to
throw about? When you think of a family who are super rich, who do you think of? No, not Warren
Buffet. The Saudi royal family.
Have you noticed any difference between the way Obama was welcomed on his state visit and the
way Trump was treated? The biggest difference though was, nobody was arrested after Obama
visited, but plenty have been after Trump left Saudi Arabia.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-middle-east-41874117
What could have prompted Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman to launch a corruption
investigation? What was he doing in Las Vegas the night of the Mandalay Bay shooting? Could he
have been one of the targets of the mass sacrifice?
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=88841
Is this Prince now working with President Trump to take down the deep state?

Now here is where things start to take a strange, some might say conspiracy turn?
Enter Q.
Q? That’s a letter of the alphabet right. It can stand for many things such as top secret clearance or
Quantum computing or even Q from Star Trek Next Generation.
If the deep state cabal own all the MSM it makes logical sense that they would also be behind the
phenomenal rise of social media. After all, what better way to keep Joe public busy in a virtual
world.
Who started Facebook, Google, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, Snapchat, etc? Who really started
them? Who invested in them? Who are the backers? Who provided the technical tools? Not DARPA
NASA or the CIA surely. They wouldn’t have a hand in that, would they? It was just a couple of
whiz kids from Silicon Valley.
https://pitchfork.com/news/moby-says-cia-agents-asked-him-to-spread-the-word-about-trump-andrussia/

Can you identify this bird?

Have any classified projects
been named after this bird?

Now back to Q. Have you ever wondered why Trump seems obsessed with Twitter? Is he addicted
to it or is there another reason? How many people follow him? Does this allow direct access? What
if coded messages could be sent using Twitter?

Now, it’s time to introduce Q.
https://www.facebook.com/RTAmerica/videos/10155022772121366/

TRUTH belongs with the PEOPLE.
If you were the President and you knew that the MSM could not be trusted and even social media
was compromised by the globalists, how could you communicate to your base the truths you wanted
exposed?
Enter the chans and anons. 8Chan is a crazy place where people post all sorts of weird stuff. Noone
would think to look there for a hotline to the President and his team. Last October a poster going by
the name of Q started posting interesting intelligence which was picked up by the anonymous users

on the boards. At first there was disbelief and disdain, but after Q confirmed his credentials with
timed tweets from Trump there was wonder and surprise. Could Trump actually be trying to waken
up the masses to everything I have just written?
https://8ch.net/greatawakening/res/1.html
All Q posts are available here: https://qcodefag.github.io/

The posts themselves can seem very cryptic and nonsensical at first, but the anon sleuths have gone
over them with a fine toothcomb and uncovered everything that I have typed. All this was found
through Q.
Research board: https://8ch.net/qresearch/index.html
Why would you choose such a board? Does it have any connections with the Deep State? Who
controls its servers? Can it be cracked?
Q only posts on this board and nowhere else. Q does not wish to be identified. It’s the information
and the redpilling that is vital.

Why is this important and why does humanity need a great awakening?

Because of the ultimate plans of the globalists.
Have you heard of the Dwave Quantum computers being run by Google, IBM and others?
https://youtu.be/cD8zGnT2n_A
https://youtu.be/27xSfhCeSe4

Have you heard of the implants and neural laces to connect us to the Internet of Things?
https://youtu.be/rfWZvhSD_Zw
Have you heard of Bitcoin? Oh, that’s the currency which can cut out the banks, isn’t it?
https://youtu.be/1BfMFOd0-l0

Have you heard of A.I. or the demon as Elon Musk calls it?
https://youtu.be/_rfHNvHu8OE

Have you heard of the Singularity University?
https://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/researchpark/partners/academic/singularity/

Sounds cool, no?
Well, what do they research?
“future studies and forecasting; networks and computing systems; biotechnology and
bioinformatics; nanotechnology; medicine, neuroscience and human enhancement; artificial
intelligence, robotics, and cognitive computing; energy and ecological systems; space and physical
sciences; policy, law and ethics; and finance and entrepreneurship. “

Starting to get the picture now?
Morpheus: I know *exactly* what you mean. Let me tell you why you're here. You're here because
you know something. What you know you can't explain, but you feel it. You've felt it your entire
life, that there's something wrong with the world. You don't know what it is, but it's there, like a
splinter in your mind, driving you mad. It is this feeling that has brought you to me. Do you know
what I'm talking about?
Neo: The Matrix.
Morpheus: Do you want to know what it is?
Neo: Yes.
Morpheus: The Matrix is everywhere. It is all around us. Even now, in this very room. You can see
it when you look out your window or when you turn on your television. You can feel it when you go
to work... when you go to church... when you pay your taxes. It is the world that has been pulled
over your eyes to blind you from the truth.
Neo: What truth?
Morpheus: That you are a slave, Neo. Like everyone else you were born into bondage. Into a prison
that you cannot taste or see or touch. A prison for your mind.

Thank you for following me down the rabbit hole.
It’s up to you whether or not you wish to continue with the red pill or take the blue pill and go back
to sleep.

You take the blue pill and Machine Intelligence not of this universe will enslave humanity. It has
bided its time. It plays the long game. It uses the globalists for its own purposes.

Trump and the White Hats are fighting back, but they need you to get the message out any way you
can.
This is not a game. This is our future at stake.
https://www.whitehouse.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-blocking-property-personsinvolved-serious-human-rights-abuse-corruption/

The war is becoming more real every day. Think Hawaii missile alert. Think Michigan ‘meteor’.
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm0243

Julian Assange knows all this and by all accounts a deal for his release has been made with Trump.
https://twitter.com/JulianAssange/status/953437902335283201
http://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2018/01/trumps-attorneys-make-solid-case-freeing-julianassange-legal-filing/

John Podesta and the cabal wish for a slow disclosure of ufos. These ufos are actually our own back
engineered from the Roswell Crash.
http://www.newsweek.com/ufo-existence-proven-beyond-reasonable-doubt-says-former-headpentagon-alien-758293

The Universe is vast. Are we alone? Are we really alone?
https://youtu.be/Chn7i42aDh0

That is for you to discover. ;)
Thank you for reading this.

